METHODOLOGY AS IDEOLOGY: SOME COMMENTS ON ROBERT AXELROD’S THE EVOLUTION OF COOPERATION

di Andrew Gelman*

1. Introduction

Robert Axelrod’s The Evolution of Cooperation (1984) is an extremely influential work in the application of game theory to political science. The book uses theory, computer experiments, and historical examples to identify the benefits of cooperative strategies in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. The book’s longest historical example is a model of cooperative behavior among British and German soldiers in First World War trenches. The model is appealing both intellectually, as a solution to a behavioral puzzle, and emotionally, because it seems to bring some sense to a scary and confusing subject.

However, a closer look reveals serious problems with the application of the prisoner’s dilemma to this particular historical situation, which in turn calls into question the claims made about the importance of the prisoner’s dilemma in studying cooperation in general.

The fundamental problem Axelrod was studying is cooperation. From a psychological or economic point of view, why do people cooperate with each other (instead of acting purely selfishly, which would give them short-term benefits, at the very least)? A historian might study cooperation as it has existed in past societies, and a sociologist might consider the settings in which individuals follow cooperative and noncooperative roles. From a political-science perspective, the natural question is how to promote cooperation – this is behavior that is essential to the functioning of any political system, to avoid a Hobbesian war of all against all.
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From a game-theoretic standpoint, cooperation has always been viewed as a puzzle and has been given names such as the “free rider problem” and the “tragedy of the commons” (Hardin, 1968). These scenarios have the following properties: 1) if everyone behaves cooperatively, then they will all do reasonably well, 2) any individual will do even better by behaving selfishly, but 3) if all (or even many) of the individuals behave selfishly, all will suffer, even the selfish ones. Social scientists often refer to this as a “prisoner’s dilemma”, by analogy to a different cooperation problem that we will not go into here. Figure 1 shows a formal expression of the game.

The key question in settings described by this mathematical formulation is, why do people cooperate at all in situations like this, or, to reframe it more constructively, how can we construct social systems to encourage cooperation? In the long term, cooperation makes sense, but in the short term, it pays to not cooperate. How can cooperative short-term behavior occur? Several answers have been suggested. Psychologically, people seem to feel more comfortable cooperating with people they know, and this has been studied experimentally by economists and psychologists (Dawes, Kragt, Orbell, 1988). In situations where cooperation is important (for example, in a business) or even a matter of life and death (for example, in the military), it is considered crucial to set up a “team spirit”.

However, in other settings, most notably in the economic sphere, the incentives to not cooperate are so strong that psychological motivation does not seem enough. Cooperation can then be enforced through governmental action or private binding agreements (which themselves typically require governmental presence to be enforceable). These situations where cooperative behavior requires outside enforcement are called “externalities” in the terminology of economics.

Axelrod’s interest was slightly different, however. Rather than study settings where cooperation is automatic, or where cooperation needed outside enforcement, he was interested in intermediate scenarios in which cooperative behavior was risky and unstable but developed anyway. This seems to describe much of human interactions – when the rules break down, people can act brutally, but stable societies are greased by a layer of trust.

### Fig. 1 – Game-theoretic expression of the prisoner’s dilemma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payoff matrix for Player 1</th>
<th>Payoff matrix for Player 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Player 2 cooperates?</td>
<td>Player 1 cooperates?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player 1 cooperates?</td>
<td>Player 2 cooperates?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>+10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+10</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table expresses the so-called “prisoner’s dilemma” in game-theoretic framework. Each of two players has the option to cooperate or not, and their “payoffs” are determined by the actions of both players.

First, consider Player 1’s payoff matrix: he or she has no control over Player 2’s action. If Player 2 does cooperate, Player 1 will do better by not cooperating (thus giving a payoff of +10 rather than +5). If Player 2 does not cooperate, Player 2 will do better by not cooperating (thus giving a payoff of -5 rather than -10). Thus, whether or not Player 2 will cooperate, Player 1 is better off not cooperating.

Now look at Player 2’s payoff matrix: this player also is better off not cooperating, no matter what Player 1 does. So the optimal action for each player is to not cooperate. But now consider both payoff matrices together. If both players do not cooperate, then they will each get payoffs of -5. But if they both cooperate, then they would each get +5. Here is the dilemma: if each player acts in his or her best interest, then they will both be worse off. However, if the two players can communicate in some way, then they can perhaps agree in advance and get the benefits of cooperation.

In his book, Axelrod made a three-part argument. First, at the level of pure game theory, he argued – and presented evidence for the claim – that a strategy called “tit for tat” (Tit for Tat) was effective in a game consisting of repeated plays of the prisoner’s dilemma. The Tit strategy is defined as follows: begin by cooperation, and then at each step do what your opponent did in the previous step. Second, Axelrod argued that this strategy was effective in important real-life settings where these games arise. His central example was the behavior of soldiers in trench warfare in the First World War (an example perhaps chosen because it is well-documented and was a relatively stable system for years, which would presumably allow things to settle into equilibrium states if there were any). The third step of Axelrod’s argument was evolutionary: because Tit was effective, it would be natural for organisms that developed this strategy to survive and reproduce; hence,
one would expect this strategy to prevail in nature. We do not discuss this third step further here.

2. Axelrod’s application of the prisoner’s dilemma to trench warfare

Axelrod looked at trench warfare in the First World War, which, as detailed in the fascinating book by Tony Ashworth (1980), had ongoing examples of cooperative behavior amidst a violent, anti-cooperative structure. The soldiers in the two opposing armies can be considered as two players in a game, in which each step a player can cooperate by not shooting at the other side. Axelrod’s basic argument goes as follows: at each step, a player is better off if he does not cooperate (that is, if he shoots), since this has the chance of eliminating an enemy soldier. However, if both sides were somehow to agree to cooperate, then they would both be better off, since none of them would be shot. Empirically, the two sides did in fact cooperate despite the many obstacles placed in their path. We shall briefly describe the story of the trench-warfare cooperation (as related by Ashworth in great detail) and then return to the game-theoretic analysis.

The First World War started in the summer of 1914 when the Germans invaded Belgium. By the late fall of that year, the war in the Western Front (France and Belgium) had stabilized and the two sides (Germans and their allies on one side, French and British and their allies on the other) were facing each other behind trenches. The soldiers were expected to shoot at each other from the trenches but in many instances avoided doing so, and Christmas, 1914, featured many instances of the two sides meeting peacefully between their front lines. As described by Ashworth, the commanders on both sides did not like this and ordered the soldiers to shoot at each other. At some point, this pattern also switched to cooperation in many places, with soldiers shooting to miss on purpose (and at the same time demonstrating their ability to do harm by aiming at precise targets).

Throughout the war, the commanders tried different strategies – for example, rotating troops more quickly in and out of the front lines – to stop the troops from getting friendly with the enemy. The most effective strategy appeared to be sending the soldiers on raids into the enemy trenches. This put them in a kill-or-be-killed situation in which cooperation was essentially impossible.

This pattern – soldiers who do not want to fight and commanders who force them to do so – has been reported throughout history, as has been noted by the popular military historian John Keegan (1976); for example, officers...
3. Why trench warfare is actually not a prisoner's dilemma

Having summarized Axelrod's argument, we now explain why we think it is mistaken. The model's key assumption is that an individual soldier benefits, in the short term, from firing at the enemy. (In the terminology of the prisoner's dilemma, to cooperate is to avoid firing, and the model assumes that, whatever the soldiers on the other side do, you are better off firing, that is, not cooperating.) Thus, elaborate game-theoretic modeling is needed to understand why this optimal short-term behavior is not followed. In fact, however, it seems more reasonable to suppose that, as a soldier in the trenches, you would do better to avoid firing: shooting your weapon exposes yourself as a possible target, and the enemy soldiers might very well shoot back at where your shot came from (a point mentioned by Marshall). If you have no short-term motivation to fire, then cooperation is completely natural and requires no special explanation. This is an example of a sophisticated mathematical model being created to explain behavior that is perfectly natural. In fact, if any games are being played, they are between the soldiers and the commanders on each side of the front line, with many of the soldiers avoiding combat and the commanders trying to enforce it.

Trench warfare is a setting in which both sides benefit in the immediate sense from cooperation, so that no subtle game-theoretic models are needed to explain it (although, as a practical necessity, some coordination is needed to establish the exact forms of cooperation, as described by Ashworth).

If the explanation of cooperative behavior in the trenches is indeed so obvious, then how could a researcher as clever and well-read as Axelrod get it so wrong (and how could his book have been so widely praised)? To start with, in any theoretical formulation there is a natural bias toward conventional roles. In game theory, it is ususlly to think of the two sides in a war as opponents. And, indeed, in the grand strategy of the First World War, this might be reasonable (although even this is complicated, since it has been argued that France lost the war by winning it). But on the front line, it is not at all clear that shooting an individual German would help a given British soldier.

Another reason why Axelrod might have been led to construct his complicated model is that, historically speaking, cooperation among soldiers on opposite sides of a battle has been unusual, and thus an elaborate explanation might seem to be required. However, this does not really address the question of whether his fundamental assumptions are reasonable. From the perspective of game theory, other models such as coordination games might be more appropriate (Snidal, 1985). In fact, the very stability of cooperation in First World War trenches, and the fact that the commanders had to devise elaborate schemes to thwart it, argues for the claim that joint cooperative behavior was a stable solution to the "game" for soldiers on both sides, and thus it was no prisoner's dilemma at all.

4. Political implications

Does this matter? How does a difference in opinion about game theory affect our understanding of military or social behavior? In some ways, not at all we are all trying to explain the same facts. But we would like to argue that the mathematical model and its interpretation do matter. As always, arguments about history are often really about the present and the future. If you really believe the prisoner's dilemma and tit-for-tat story, then you are characterizing the soldiers on the two sides of the First World War as, fundamentally, opponents, who would only avoid shooting at each other because of long-term calculations based on repeated encounters. Looking at the situation more carefully, it appears that the soldiers on both sides had a common immediate interest in not fighting, hence the need for their commanders to develop tactics in which combat was unavoidable.

We conclude our discussion of this example with a question: what are the political implications of Axelrod's theory? At one level, the theory looks "liberal", both in the so-called classical or nineteenth-century sense of respecting individual action (that is, in contrast to "classical conservative" political theory which favors tradition) and in the more recent American sense of supporting altruistic behavior. The story goes as follows: it's a cold world out there, with payoff matrices that favor non-cooperation, but with multiple plays of the prisoner's dilemma game, if everyone acts in his long-term interest, virtue (in the sense of cooperation or, in the warfare setting, nonviolence) will be rewarded. This appears to be an intriguing synthesis of classical and modern liberal ideas.

However, in another sense, Axelrod's game-theoretic model is fundamentally conservative, because it accepts the assumption that the soldiers on the two sides of the trenches had immediate motivation to shoot at each other. His recommendation for cooperation and peacemaking is to accept existing conflicts and work within their structure, rather than to suggest, as a liberal might, that these conflicts only exist because the commanders of the armies are exercising unchecked power.

We don't mean to imply any claim about Axelrod's personal beliefs here. His book was, and perhaps continues to be, influential, and we suspect that
one reason for its success is that it appears to supply a theoretical and empirical justification of the liberal idea of cooperation. Since at least the days of Machiavelli and continuing to the present time, political theory has often leaned toward the position that individuals and nations must pursue their own self-interests (see Miller, 1999, for a perspective from psychology). At this point, Axelrod’s argument came as a welcome relief: a rigorous justification of altruistic behavior. But, at least in the trench warfare example, his logic is unnecessarily complicated, and in fact cooperation occurred for much more direct reasons.

Conclusions

In summary, some carefully documented history of the First World War revealed the surprising fact that soldiers on the Western Front routinely avoided fighting. This finding inspired quantitative modeling. The evolutionary repeated-play formulation of the prisoner’s dilemma is a model – a logical story expressed in mathematics – showing how cooperative behavior can arise and thrive in an initially hostile environment. The model is interesting in its own right, but before applying them to warfare or other conflict settings, one should check whether its basic premise applies. If cooperation (not fighting) has short-term benefits – as it often does – then the prisoner’s dilemma does not apply.

Looking toward the future, how can we achieve more cooperation in real-life “tragedies of the commons” such as environmental devastation and international arms races? Axelrod’s logic suggests that we should look for ways to set these up as repeated-play games so that participants have long-term motivations to cooperate. A more skeptical approach (suggested by the analysis in this paper) might be to set up immediate gains from cooperation and to watch out for outside agents (such as the commanders in the trench warfare example) who have motive and opportunity to disrupt the cooperative behavior.

Summary

Methodology as ideology: some comments on Robert Axelrod’s The Evolution of Cooperation

The Evolution of Cooperation, by Axelrod (1984), is a highly influential study that identifies the benefits of cooperative strategies in the iterated prisoner’s dilemma. We argue that the most extensive historical analysis in the book, a study of cooperative behaviour in First World War trenches, is erroneous. Contrary to Axelrod’s claims, the soldiers on the Western Front were not generally in a prisoner’s dilemma (iterated or otherwise), and their cooperative behaviour can be explained much more parsimoniously as immediately reducing their risks. We discuss the political implications of this misapplication of game theory.
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Il libro di Bagnasco si presenta come un testo che, in realtà, va ben al di là, di una “prima lezione”, come il titolo lascerebbe intendere. Il libro è infatti inserito in una collana di Laterza intitolata, appunto “Prime lezioni”, che si pone l’obiettivo di offrire ai lettori la cifra di ogni disciplina, permettendo all’autore di selezionare con libertà i riferimenti, che a lui/lei sembrano più appropriati per illustrare i tratti del settore in oggetto, anche a rischio di non essere completo.

Ciò significa che il testo presenta un’interessante struttura espositiva che, da un lato, è quella del testo introduttivo ad una disciplina, dall’altro, però, non è quella tipica da manuale. Tenendo presente questa impostazione, si possono apprezzare la libertà e la capacità del libro di Bagnasco di spaziare nell’universo degli studi sociologici, cercando di individuarne l’essenza.

Il testo è strutturato in maniera tale da andare al cuore delle maggiori questioni che si pongono nell’ambito delle scienze sociali, e non solo dunque della sociologia. Esso risulta utile, per come è stato pensato, non solo per neofiti o per studenti ai primi corsi di sociologia, ma anche per figure professionali più esperte nel campo delle scienze sociali. Buona parte del volume cerca di rispondere infatti a domande fondanti la disciplina e che, come viene illustrato, non hanno ricevuto ancora risposte compiute e soddisfacenti.

Il volume affronta cinque dimensioni differenti del fare sociologia oggi: un tentativo di definizione della disciplina, che richiede anche una (approssimativa) fissazione dei confini della stessa; le questioni ed i temi fondamentali affrontati nel corso del tempo dalla sociologia; le varie teorie sociali nell’analizzare tali tematiche; le modalità e gli approcci, definiti da Bagnasco “generi”, impiegati dai sociologi per studiare la società; il futuro e le sfide della ricerca sociologica fra trasformazioni socio-economiche ed “etica” della ricerca.

Il libro parte da un tentativo di definizione di che cosa sia la sociologia, sottolineando la difficoltà di una tale operazione, visto che attualmente gli approcci sociologici sono «diversificati al punto che ha forse ragione chi dice che sarebbe meglio parlare di sociologie piuttosto che di sociologia» (p. 3). In questo tentativo definitorio viene in aiuto dell’autore uno dei principali sociologi della seconda parte del Novecento, Charles Wright Mills. Quest’ultimo ha introdotto il concetto di “immaginazione sociologica”, intendendo con questo termine quella particolare capacità della mente di connettere questioni private a problemi pubblici, di creare un certo ordine nei fenomeni dell’ambiente sociale in cui si è inseriti e, nella sostanza, di comprendere come la società sia fatta e funzioni. Se tale “immaginazione” non è caratteristica esclusiva della sociologia (ma anche di altre scienze e arti, dalla storia alla filosofia, dalla poesia alla narrativa), ciò che la distingue si ritrova in una prassi che è di fondo diversa.
